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Harnessing Indigenous Knowledge 
Systems for Socially Inclusive 

Science Communication: Working 
towards a ‘Science for Us,  

with Us’ Approach to Science  
Communication in the 

Global South

Konosoang Sobane, Wilfred Lunga, and Lebogang Setlhabane

Introduction

Recent trends in science communication have demonstrated that there is an 
increasing need for scientific information as well as the ability to access it. 
This has been especially true during the COVID- 19 pandemic, where the 
extent of misinformation and disinformation (Ahinkora et al, 2020) has been a 
source of concern, with information- sharing as a public prerogative no longer 
monopolised by scientists and science communicators. The complexity of the 
current communication ecology is exacerbated by the diversity of available 
sources of information and the ever- increasing need to be first, right, and 
credible in sharing information. This era thus requires reflective thinking 
about the contextualisation of science communication epistemologies.

There has been increased appreciation of the fact that many scientific and 
social innovations that have the potential to empower society and facilitate 
social transformation can only achieve that aim through inclusive engagement 
methodologies and approaches. For example, Chivers and Hargreaves (2018) 
note that inclusive public engagement and participation methodologies are 
instrumental in realising socio- technical transitions. In the Global South, 
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scientists and science communicators are increasingly acknowledging the 
significance of socially inclusive methodologies and approaches that will 
enhance participation in knowledge creation, knowledge- brokering, and 
science communication systems (Covello, 2021). Their transformative 
efforts are however hampered by the reality that most of the epistemologies 
and science communication insights are Eurocentric and fall short of 
being contextualised to Global South contexts. This lack of contextualised 
approaches results in the unequal distribution of and access to opportunities 
for effective public engagement with the processes and outcomes of science 
in the Global South.

The continued marginalisation of local insights through Eurocentric 
approaches to science communication calls for evidence- based advocacy for 
the advancement of socially inclusive approaches to science communication. 
In as much as the deficit model is often defined as one- way communication 
from scientists to the public without acknowledging other knowledge forms 
(Wibeck, 2013), this chapter argues that in marginalising the Indigenous 
knowledge systems in the Global South as a knowledge and communication 
base, the Eurocentric dominance of science communication in these regions 
is also in effect a problematic manifestation of the deficit model in practice.

Drawing from practical examples of science communication in the Global 
South, this chapter provides insights into how Eurocentric approaches to 
science communication, applied in these regions of the world, miss out on 
the opportunity to harness Indigenous knowledge systems. It then provides 
evidence- based examples of specific ways in which more contextualised 
approaches can be used and the value they would add to science uptake and 
appreciation. In particular, the chapter explores some of the key elements and 
practices of communication that can be harnessed to inform contextualised 
science communication and thus enhance inclusivity and co- creation in 
designing, implementing, and evaluating science communication and 
engagement in the Global South.

Science communication perspectives and practices:  
shifting paradigms from deficit models to public 
engagement
Traditional science communication perspectives and practices have been 
characterised by the persistence of the oversimplified deficit model in 
which communication is treated as a one- way stream whereby scientists 
or knowledge producers provide the publics with information intended 
to fill a knowledge gap (Wibeck, 2013). In this way, public audiences are 
treated as lacking relevant knowledge or experience and as not scientifically 
literate or interested in science (Simis et al, 2016). The point of departure 
for the deficit model is that ‘deficits in public knowledge are the central 
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culprit driving societal conflict over science’(Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009, 
p 1767). For that reason, low scientific literacy and lack of trust in science, 
as well as a lack of public understanding of science, are directly associated 
with deficits in scientific knowledge and are deemed to be easily remedied 
by disseminating knowledge to the public.

The challenge with the deficit model as applied in the Global South is 
that it misses out on the opportunity to harness the wealth of Indigenous 
knowledge systems that already exist locally and the in- depth contextualised 
understandings that these knowledge systems offer. Deficit model approaches 
to science communication also fail to harness the potential value of 
co- creation and collaboration with target audiences and the resulting 
empowerment of social actors to solve societal problems using scientific 
evidence (Mason and Mega, 2021; Scheufele et al, 2021). Co- created 
science communication approaches benefit from the core knowledge systems 
and practices of the target communities as well as existing experiential 
and contextual knowledge in these communities. They also benefit from 
harnessing the already inherent information- sharing tools, resources, and 
practices among the target audiences, which deficit models cannot do.

Exploring public engagement as an alternative
Given the deficiencies in the deficit model, and acknowledging the wealth of 
Indigenous knowledge systems that could inform behaviours and practices, 
science communication practices in the Global South are undergoing a 
paradigm shift towards participatory models with pillars of public participation 
and engagement as well as inclusivity. Recent literature (Alhassan et al, 2019; 
Weingart et al, 2021) shows that while the word ‘engagement’ seems to 
dominate policy and science communication discourses, clear definitions 
of key principles of engagement with science are lacking. There are also 
vague definitions of key concepts such as ‘publics’, ‘citizen stakeholders’, 
and ‘non- scientists’, which are often used very loosely in these discourses. 
This definitional fuzziness is even more glaring in the Global South context 
where it is widely known that there are ‘sciences’ and knowledge systems 
that are embedded and rooted in culture. But to what extent are these 
included in the definition of science and society? And to what extent are 
they incorporated into science communication and engagement activities?

Despite the ambiguity in the definitions of key concepts, there is a 
general understanding that the main objective of these participatory and 
engaging science communication practices is to provide opportunities for 
mutual learning between scientists and members of the public affected 
by science (Metcalfe, 2020). Such learnings include increased awareness 
of the cultural relevance of science and recognition of the importance of 
multiple perspectives and domains of knowledge to scientific endeavours. 
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According to Bauer and Jensen (2011, p 3), ‘over the years, the term public 
engagement has taken the specific meaning of communicative action, to 
establish a dialogue between science and various publics’. In this way, the 
public is enabled to actively think about and become involved in science.

The public engagement approach often uses and builds on public 
understanding efforts while moving towards more comprehensive and 
interactive opportunities for dialogue and exchange. Through engagement, 
scientists and the public participate in discussions about the benefits and risks 
of science and technology impacting their daily lives. In doing so, questions 
and concerns can be better understood and addressed. Furthermore, involving 
a wide range of interested stakeholders can connect seemingly unrelated 
viewpoints, with potentially far- reaching effects. Public engagement with 
science is therefore seen to offer a more holistic, interactive approach that 
has the potential of getting people excited about science, increasing public 
trust in science, and embracing public attitudes and perceptions about science 
(Felt and Fochler, 2008).

Inclusivity as a pertinent characteristic of public 
engagement with science approaches: where are  
the gaps?
One of the characteristics of public engagement approaches to science 
communication is that they embrace inclusivity. Particularly for the Global 
South, where the communication ecology and participation in science 
systems are characterised by inherent inequalities, contextualising public 
engagement designs to give the public a voice is imperative. Inclusivity 
has, however, become very elusive, and science engagement continues to 
be driven by and approached through the lens of ‘the scientist’ (Simis et al, 
2016). In addition, most of the public engagement approaches, frameworks, 
and epistemologies originate from the Global North (Weingart et al, 2021). 
This privileging of Eurocentric frameworks in Global South scenarios means 
that public engagement in these regions misses some of the critical actors, 
systems, and knowledge systems that exist in them. In addition, attempts to 
apply these Western- derived models and frameworks in the Global South 
further compromise inclusivity and become a barrier to the effectiveness 
of public engagement efforts, as it results in Indigenous communities and 
knowledge systems remaining at the margins of participation in knowledge 
production and access to science, as well as science communication, as noted 
by Finlay et al (2021).

One of the gaps rarely acknowledged in science communication discourses 
in the Global South is the persistence of the deficit model, which manifests 
itself in the adoption of Eurocentric approaches in contexts in which they 
do not adequately fit to the exclusion of contextualised local approaches. 
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The available literature (Seleti, 2010; Rasekoala, 2015; Ishinaha- Shinere, 
2017; Finlay et al, 2021) has consistently asserted that there is a need to 
revisit the landscape of science communication in the Global South, re- 
envisioning not only epistemologies but also policies and practices. The lack 
of acknowledgement of the cultures that define local knowledge systems in 
the science communication system (Finlay et al, 2021), as well as widespread 
misunderstandings that lead to the trivialisation of these cultures, as observed 
by Seleti (2012), is a good example of this deficit model in practice. Seleti 
(2010) has long advocated for the mainstreaming of Indigenous knowledge 
systems within science policy frameworks on the African continent as a direct 
means of delivering emancipative Afrocentricity and epistemic liberation for 
African citizens and African languages in which these Indigenous knowledge 
systems are embedded. In fact, Ishinaha- Shinere (2017) remarks that this 
colonial thinking has become so systemically entrenched that science and 
technology (S&T) policies in the Global South will use justifications such 
as ‘the shying- away of young people from S&T’, ‘accountability for research 
investment’, and ‘problem- solving on issues related to S&T and society’ to 
cement traditional Western hegemonic science communication approaches 
in their systems. These disconcerting observations are consistent with earlier 
work by Palmer and Schibeci (2014), who observed the persistence of this 
same deficit model among the funding bodies that support research and 
science communication in the Global South. While there is an amplification 
of communication within the research community, Palmer and Schibeci 
(2014) established that there is less emphasis on communication with the 
broader community by these international funding organisations. This in 
itself is a demonstration of how the deficit model in the Global South is 
not only practised but also institutionalised and financially enabled to be 
sustainable. This chapter argues that this is a definition of the deficit model 
that is rarely acknowledged.

Science communication scholars agree that combatting the deficit model in 
the Global South requires that systems are opened up to accommodate a wide 
spectrum of cultures, knowledge systems, and practices. According to Finlay 
et al (2021), this entails creating spaces for reflective thinking and institutional 
practices. It also entails acknowledging the many creative practices, values, 
and knowledge systems that already exist in the Global South.

Multilayered exclusion factors that compromise 
inclusive science communication
Dimensions of exclusion, such as scientific literacy, the digital divide, and 
language barriers, continue to compromise the effectiveness and inclusivity 
of public engagement approaches to science communication. The inability of 
researchers to translate research into linguistically accessible formats that can 
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be used to communicate and engage the non- researcher public compromises 
the potential for use and uptake of research and thus restricts its impact 
(Matias et al, 2021). An additional challenge is the continued neglect of 
the use of Indigenous languages and Indigenous communication methods, 
actors, tools, and platforms in public engagement as noted by Sobane et al 
(2021). This form of exclusion is more marked in multilingual contexts, 
where it has been proven that multilingual knowledge transfer facilitates 
improved public understanding and encourages the use of science in policy 
and practice. Kago and Cissé (2022) propose language harmonisation as one 
of the strategies that can be used to facilitate linguistic inclusivity in science 
engagement. There has been growing awareness that addressing inclusivity 
in science communication is crucial to ensuring that the knowledge that 
scientists and innovators invest in actually gets to different sectors of the 
population and thus has greater potential for impact. However, with all 
the different levels of exclusion remaining unaddressed in communication 
practices, the question of ‘whose science and for whom’ becomes glaring.

An additional layer of exclusivity is borne from the advent of digital 
communication, which has revolutionised science communication practices. 
Several studies identify the dialogic nature of digital platforms as an important 
feature in engaging different publics because it allows an exchange of views 
about the science and enables deliberations over the trustworthiness and 
applicability of science (Cahill and Ward, 2007; Wilcox, 2012). Digital science 
communication is therefore valued for its ability to facilitate the visibility of 
different voices in a dialogue where all voices are heard and valued, thereby 
closing the gaps between information- rich and information- poor publics (Jang 
et al, 2019). Digital communication has also been lauded for its potential to draw 
the attention of the public and keep them interested, engaged, and participatory 
in science- related matters (Park et al, 2020). Digital platforms are also seen as 
useful in the production of visualised tools that allow target audiences to have a 
better understanding of science, as well as enabling audiences of different levels 
of literacy to access and consume information (Bucchi and Saracino, 2016).

Although digital communication technologies have offered growing 
opportunities for science communication due to their cost- effectiveness and 
the ability to reach geographically disparate audiences almost simultaneously 
and for a lower cost burden (Bucchi and Trench, 2014; Lubinga and Sitto, 
2021), internet access and affordability is one of the greatest barriers to 
inclusive access to scientific information (Okoth, 2022). Digital science 
communication often marginalises rural audiences and those whose socio- 
economic situation poses challenges of affordability in terms of access to 
digitised communication. In most cases in the Global South, these include 
rural- based knowledge producers and practitioners whom the digital 
divide bars from participating in specific digital science communication 
conversations. Rural- based science communication actors very often rely 
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mostly on traditional media and basic digital connections such as text- based 
messaging as sources of information for engagement and participation.

While public engagement with science and its application seems to offer a 
more participatory inclusive approach, in the Global South there continues to 
be a need to have clearly defined mechanisms and epistemologies that account 
for all the publics. In particular, it is pertinent to have clearly defined participant 
roles to answer profound questions such as ‘whose science and for whom?’

The increased marginalisation of Indigenous knowledge systems is 
another exclusionary factor in science communication. As noted by Finlay 
et al (2021), there is a dire need for science communication practices to 
be transformed to accommodate knowledges, practices, and systems often 
misunderstood and marginalised. Inclusivity in science communication 
needs to clearly account for the lenses and framings of Indigenous people 
and the existing knowledge that they hold. As Seleti (2010) observes, there 
is value in working towards the interfacing of Indigenous knowledge with 
other knowledge systems since they have a great deal of relevance and 
usability that can inform better processes of engagement. In particular, there 
is value in using the voices of Indigenous people in science communication 
to allow them to hear their stories being told in their voices and through 
their own experiences (Seleti, 2012). The value of Indigenous knowledge 
is further reiterated by Khumalo and Baloyi (2017), who show that these 
systems, which have sustained Indigenous communities for centuries before 
colonialism, were rendered underutilised by colonial practices and neglected, 
in contrast to the marked promotion of Western knowledge systems.

To overcome this exclusion, Finlay et al (2021) recommend transformed 
science communication systems and practices that acknowledge other 
knowledge systems in the knowledge economy, some of which have existed 
longer than Western knowledge, as noted by Rasekoala and Orthia (2020) 
and Seleti (2012). Of essential importance is the need to acknowledge the 
unique expertise, experience, and successful practices that have been built 
on ancient communication traditions (Rasekoala, 2015; Purnomo and 
Fauziah, 2018). In outlining some of the characteristics of this transformed 
science communication ecology, Rasekoala (2015) recognises citizen- centred 
approaches, co- creative joined leadership, and participatory approaches 
that involve social scientists and local actors as some of the enablers, pillars, 
drivers, and sustainers of this transformed landscape.

Inclusive science communication in the Global 
South: Indigenous knowledge good practice scenarios 
and exemplars
The emergence of digital communication technologies and the COVID- 19 
pandemic has made it imperative for science communication epistemologies 
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and practices to lean more towards digital and online science communication. 
While these innovations and conventions may have altered interpersonal 
communication and hence science communication practices, some 
scholars (see, for example, Ayangunna and Oyewo (2014)) acknowledge 
that Indigenous communication systems still exist and that science 
communication can tap into these systems. In particular, Sobane et al (2021) 
note that there are often well- established community systems and practices 
of communication in the African context, for example, which can be 
harnessed to develop multi- sectoral engagements that will create awareness 
about science and enhance appreciation of its value in everyday use. In the 
following section, the chapter highlights some of the inclusive, impactful, 
and transformative innovations that Indigenous communication systems can 
offer to science communication epistemologies and practices across diverse 
regions of the Global South.

Available literature shows that even before the introduction of mass 
communication, there were Indigenous communication systems for 
information sharing across different societies. These systems were important 
in that they facilitated the preservation and adaptation of specific cultural 
information. According to Mundy and Compton (1991), these systems 
continue to exist alongside the mass media and digital communication 
technologies. The key characteristics of these systems are the multiplicity of 
voices and communication actors, as well as the diversity of platforms and 
languages that can be used. This chapter argues that, if these are incorporated 
into science communication epistemologies and practices, they have the 
potential to inform inclusive and contextualised forms of engagement.

The multiplicity of voices and communication actors

The involvement of diverse voices in the design, implementation, and 
evaluation of science communication enables it to be inclusive and accessible 
to a wider audience. As observed by Sobane et al (2020) in a study of COVID- 
19 communication in selected Southern and East African countries, several 
communication actors have taken up the communication of COVID- 19  
prevention messaging. These include creative artists in the entertainment 
industry (performance artists, singers, and comedians), language services 
companies, fine artists, and community media such as community radio 
and newspapers. Of particular importance is the existence of Indigenous 
communication actors who already have a trusted voice within their 
community. Such people include community religious leaders, traditional 
leadership, traditional healers, and midwives. These communication actors 
are rooted in the community- based contexts of communication and attuned 
to the cultural sensibilities of their communities. In addition, the way they 
repurpose and repackage messaging in different formats to enhance reach 
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and accessibility for different population groups is informed by the contexts 
and knowledge of what works in that targeted audience.

In communication about the development of an irrigation tank in the 
dry plateau of the Deccan in Southern India, Baumgartner et al (2004) 
note that the involvement of an elderly former village headman, some 
farmers, a few boys, and the village teacher in communicating information 
about the project to outsiders created a strategy with a multiplicity of local 
contextualised voices with more potential for reach and impact. Actors such 
as these are important in that they are already trusted and depended on by 
the local community, as noted by Wang et al (2019).

Another example of the engagement of multiple actors in a science 
communication initiative is a project Dutta and Das (2016) conducted to 
establish factors affecting the communication practices and expectations 
of individuals living in the villages of Purulia, in rural Eastern India. They 
found that social embeddedness and co- designing communication tools 
with rural communities are key aspects of a successful communication 
strategy. The communication designers drew several science communication 
digital images, and the community made inputs into how the images could 
be made more culturally meaningful (that is, to communicate the exact/ 
desired meanings) to the local Indigenous communities. This co- creative 
approach ensured that the designs were effectively contextualised and 
socially embedded in the community’s beliefs and culture, thus creating 
better prospects of uptake. In particular, co- design fostered inclusivity while 
social embeddedness allowed communication design to emerge organically 
through embracing local knowledge.

A multiplicity of voices increases the potential reach and uptake of 
communication by diverse groups, since each voice may have a specific 
appeal to and potential influence on a particular section of the population. 
Communication through multiple voices also enables contextualisation and 
simplification of the information, which, in turn, allows the public to better 
interact and engage with the information.

Additionally, multiple voices enable communication in different languages, 
making messages accessible to speakers of those languages. Despite the 
widely acknowledged language diversity in the Global South, and the 
acknowledgement of this as a valuable resource for science communication, 
English is still the dominant language of science communication. Over the 
years, scholars have proposed several ways in which science can be made 
accessible to those who do not speak English. These include resources such 
as translanguaging (Makalela, 2016) and ad- hoc interpreting and translation 
(Fatahi et al, 2010) for face- to- face interactions, as well as translating 
documents into accessible languages (Sobane et al, 2020). As Márquez and 
Porras (2020) note, English has become a gatekeeper that prevents people 
from accessing and participating in scientific discourse, while also barring the 
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multiple cultural interpretations of science. This compromises the effective 
translation of research into action as noted by Momen (2009).

Effective science communication design, implementation, and planning 
need to carefully consider and harness the multilingual characteristics of 
the societies in which they are embedded. As complementing voices that 
repurpose, repackage, and translate science, science communicators should 
adequately tap into language diversity and address the communication 
needs of those who cannot access the science in English and yet need to be 
scientifically aware and informed for science uptake.

The value of multimodality in enhancing the reach of science communication

Another identified characteristic of Indigenous communication that can 
benefit science communication and is already being harnessed effectively 
in some cases is multimodality (Burn and Kress, 2018), which refers to 
the use of a variety of communication methods, including writing, audio- 
visual products, and creative arts. These modes offer innovative means to 
capture the attention of different audiences and improve science uptake. The 
development of communication tools in local languages facilitates access to 
science for a majority of the population who are local language speakers. 
Scholars of Indigenous communication note that the use of interactive 
platforms and channels of communication opens up opportunities for co- 
creative learnings and better appreciation (Mundy and Compton, 1991). 
According to Etumnu and Fab- Ukozor (2021) communication in Indigenous 
communities is done through different modalities to amplify the reach. These 
include artistic performances and narrative approaches that translate science 
into products that can easily be consumed by users.

A recent example is the Ethiopian government’s efforts to communicate 
policies and programmes that alleviate rural food insecurity (Nigussie, 2021). 
In parts of rural Ethiopia, such as in the Tigray region, communicators have 
started integrating folk media forms, elements of Aa’dar (oral poetry) and 
Goila (folk songs) for example, into food security communication. These 
have reportedly shown the highest potential for science uptake because of 
their edutainment characteristics. Each culture has its own forms: song, 
dance, puppetry, festivals, plays, storytelling, debates, proverbs, parades, and 
so on. If these are integrated into science communication practices, they have 
the potential to facilitate co- creation with affected communities, engender 
culture- sensitive science communication, and enhance the prospects for 
trust in and appreciation of science.

In Latin America and the Caribbean, for example, a range of science 
communication practices are embedded in the social order and Indigenous 
communication skills that allow communities to respond to different adverse 
risks in their everyday lives. Indigenous people have used their traditional 
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knowledge to prepare for, cope with, and survive natural disasters for many 
years. In Honduras and Chile in South America and Haiti in the Caribbean, 
people respond to climate disasters through need- pooling (Postigo, 2021). 
In these contexts, culture and social relationships that facilitate need- pooling 
are found to be fundamental in governing risk recognition and disaster 
risk communication.

Some Latin American countries have built remote networks of scientists 
and science communicators that come together to create communication 
projects in different media platforms, inclusive of science museums, 
interactive science centres, natural history museums, environmental parks, 
zoos, botanical gardens, and aquariums. The focus is on regionally produced 
research, science policy, and science- related stories from the region using local 
languages (Weitkamp and Massarani, 2018). There is an acknowledgement 
that still more opportunities need to exist in terms of communicating science 
with regional relevance. The remote network offers quality and culturally 
relevant scientific information for non- scientific audiences in Latin America. 
From their different disciplines and concerns, science communicators intend 
to restore the value of science as a fundamental part of the Latin American 
human cultural heritage.

In a study exploring the integration of scientific and Indigenous knowledge 
to enhance the community’s capacity for disaster risk reduction, Wang et al 
(2019) observed that in Haikou Village in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous 
Region of China, Indigenous communication tools are still prevalent and 
can easily be harnessed for science communication. Gongs, hand- actuated 
alarms, and oral notifications that can also be amplified by long- distance 
loudspeaker can be used alongside mobile phones to communicate to the 
public and send alert messages to distant ranges of 5– 10 km during a disaster. 
By so doing, Wang et al (2019) show that Indigenous communication 
methods were optimised for effective information dissemination through the 
integration of new technologies. This created an effective community- based 
disaster risk reduction system and an effective communication system that 
can be repurposed for other science communication initiatives.

Conclusion
Given the multiple factors that affect access to science communication, this 
chapter argues that science communication epistemologies adapted from the 
Global North need to be rethought when being applied to the Global South. 
In particular, there should be careful consideration of the ways in which 
systems and policies can work towards the alleviation of the deficit model, 
which is manifested in the blind adoption of Eurocentric approaches in the 
Global South. Factors such as scientific literacy and interest and the ecology 
that affects them have to be taken into account in designing and implementing 
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science communication in the Global South. Also important is a careful 
reflection on the communication seeking and sharing behaviours in targeted 
communities and the ways in which already existing communication ecologies 
can be harnessed to bridge the communication gap between science users and 
knowledge producers. While it is good to use the new technologies that in so 
many ways accelerate the reach of communication, there is value in establishing 
ways to manage the digital divide and enhance science communication. The 
Global South has a wealth of communication practices, tools, and platforms, 
as well as culturally oriented communication actors that can be harnessed to 
enhance science communication epistemologies for these regions.
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